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New Partnerships For 
Craghoppers

CRAGHOPPERS ANNOUNCES SEVERAL 
new partnerships. Cheryl Sternberg 
& Associates will represent the 
brand throughout Texas, Oklahoma, 
Louisiana, Arkansas and Kansas. The 
company has been covering this ter-
ritory for over 20 years, specializing 
in the outdoor, ski and travel mar-
kets. Specifically, Sternberg and her 
team have been heavily involved with 
Insect Shield® since it was brought to 
the retail market, developing training 
expertise along the way. In addition 
to Craghoppers, the company works 
with Krimson Klover, dish & DUER and 
Insect Shield Specialty Accessories.

TJ3 Sales will be covering the 
Southeast region, with Travis Bryenton 
the account lead representing Crag-
hoppers. Bryenton has been in the 
outdoor industry since 2002. His exten-
sive background includes brands such 
as Hi-Tec, Clif Bar and Teva. TJ3 Sales 
currently works with Swell Vision, TASC 
Performance and Sak Roots.

RAM Enterprise will cover the Pacific 
Northwest sales territory, with Ron 
Mosher as the account lead. Mosher 
has over 25 years of experience in the 
outdoor, travel and fly fishing indus-
tries. In addition to Craghoppers, he 

also works with Duckworth and Howler Brothers.

Eagle Creek Hires Bou 
Sales for Representation
EAGLE CREEK ANNOUNCES A NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH BOU 
Sales as representatives for the Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and 

Kentucky sales ter-
ritories. Managing 
a key territory for 
Eagle Creek, Bou 
Sales leverages 
deep outdoor and 
travel experience, 
regularly winning 
sales contests for 
its brands. Located 
in Royal Oak, MI, 

Bou Sales also represents Lole and HydraPak.
“We look forward to working with Bou Sales to strengthen 

our core business in their territory, as well as opening new 
doors and creating new partners,” said Tim McGuire, senior 
national sales manager at Eagle Creek.

[Product]

Palm-Size Washing Machine
WASH DELICATES, ACTIVEWEAR AND OTHER HAND WASHABLES 
in the Allurette™, a portable washer that gently and effectively 
cleanses garments in just minutes, without electricity. Created by 
Calibre8 – the same company behind Scrubba™ – the Allurette 

washer includes similar 
proprietary technology to 
the Scrubba wash bag, 
with both featuring a flex-
ible internal washboard 
and a backing grip sur-
face. The Allurette wash-
er has also been engi-
neered with a series of 
patterned rounded ridges 
that function as a wash-
board for more delicate 
items. Simply add water 

and cleaning liquid, close the washer, remove air through the valve 
and rub. After a quick rinse, clothing is ready to dry. MSRP: $49.95. 
For more information, visit myallurette.com. To see the Allurette 
in action, visit https://vimeo.com/235296563.

ATM Launches New  
Products for the Holidays
ATM TRAVEL GOODS LAUNCHES THE 3-D COLLECTION IN A  
striking rainbow color with a very convincing 3-D effect that will 
surely stand out from the crowd. Durable and lightweight with an 
ABS composite shell, the cases have comfort grip carry handles, 
a smooth action aluminum trolley system, TSA-accepted combina-
tion lock, and quiet and durable wheels for effortless mobility. The 
expandable cases, in 22”, 26” and 30” models, feature an orga-
nized interior with a divider. MSRP: $99.99/$119.99/$129.99.

Also from ATM are Cruizer Ride-Ons in new Nickelodeon Paw 
Patrol and Smiley designs. With front spinner wheels for easy turn-
ing, comfortable seating, convenient storage compartment and a 
tether strap for pulling, these cases have irresistible appeal with 
their bright colors and happy designs for fans of Rocky, Rubble, 
Zuma and company. Cases also have handles for extra security. 
MSRP: $59.99. For more information, contact Walter Ventura at 
954-544-2508 or atm1@atmluggage.com.

Cheryl Sternberg

Lou and Kathleen Boudreau

Ron Mosher

Travis Bryenton

The Allurette washer is as gentle 
as hand washing, yet provides a 
machine-quality wash in just minutes.

ATM’s new 3-D Collection and Cruizer 
Ride-Ons designs spread color and joy 

wherever travelers take them.
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Verve and  
Versatility
FROM THE HYPER-LIGHT OXFORD COLLEC-
tion by London Fog comes the 15” 2-Wheel 
Under the Seat Bag, a bag so versatile it 
can step up as a rolling tote, business 
case or overnighter. Designed to comfort-
ably fit underneath most standard airline 
seats, it features a full London Fog signa-
ture lining, padded tablet compartment 
and zippered organizer pockets and exteri-
or zippered pockets for additional packing 
capacity. Hidden locking aluminum handle 
tubes have channels for added strength. 
It is elegant in olive houndstooth. MSRP: 
$240. For more information, contact 
sales@leisureluggage.com.

Art Appreciation
THE MISTICO DESIGNER ART CARRY-ON BY MIA TORO  
from HONTUS Milano Group lets travelers put their artistic 
flair out there. Its vibrant and elegant Mia Toro art-enhanced 
design comes complete with a glossy finish. The case is 
constructed of lightweight Armor-flex composite,  has an 
ergonomic grip handle and is designed in Italy using the 
finest wheels and handle grips, with the utmost attention 
to detail and craftsmanship. MSRP: $340. For more infor-
mation, contact sales@hontus.com or visit miatoro.com.

The Mistico Designer Art Carry-On by Mia Toro from 
HONTUS Milano Group

The Superhero Pack of Adventure 
Travelers 
EAGLE CREEK RETURNS TO ITS ROOTS OF BUILDING 
backpacks for travel with the introduction of the all-new 
Global Companion Travel Packs. With organization and 
comfort built into every feature, this bag has a slew of 
pockets for easy accessibility, further enhanced by top 
and clamshell openings. Security is also central to the 
bag’s design, with lockable zippers, toggles that thread 
through the Central Lock Point to deter pickpockets and 
a must-have RFID-blocker pocket. Available in two sizes 
(40- and 65-liter), bags feature a book-style opening and 
zippered compartments to keep all your belongings in 
place, plus the 65-liter has a stowable Rainfly™ that 
doubles as a check-in to contain and protect the full-sus-
pension back panel. Available at retail on Jan. 1, 2018, 
color options include black, smoky blue and concord 
(shown). MSRP: $159/40L; $229/65L

For Ultra-Connected Road Warriors
DELSEY’S PILOT 4.0 COLLECTION EMPOWERS THOSE ROUGH, RUGGED AND READY-
for-anything travelers with all the extras they need to get through any journey. The 21” 
Expandable Spinner Carry-On and 2-Wheel Mobile Office are designed for travelers that 
want to stay connected on the go: A USB port and dedicated power bank sleeve can charge 
electronics, while the built-in padded zipped exterior pocket can fit anything from a tablet 
to a 15.6” laptop. The fully featured 25” and 29” Spinner Uprights are equally as sophisti-
cated, with the DELSEY patented Overweight Indicator integrated on the side carry handle. 
Interiors are carefully crafted for maximum capacity, ease and flexibility, and feature sev-

eral organizational 
options, including 
a removable tri-fold 
garment sleeve. 
Retails range from 
$149.99-$269.99. 
Cases come in 
emerald green and 
black, with a pol-
ished appeal of faux 
leather accents and 
elegant stitching. 
For more informa-
tion, visit shop.
delsey.com.

The Oxford 15” 
2-Wheel Under 
the Seat Bag 
by London Fog 
weighs only  
5.9 lbs.

Color Fest
THE WORLD’S THINNEST AND LIGHTEST 
bi-folds, tri-folds and other cases just 
got more colorful. Big Skinny Wallets has 
dialed up the fun with new rich and eye-
catching patterns, key lime and plum dot. 
Retails range from $24.95-$29.95. To see 
the new patterns, visit bigskinny.net.

Taxicat and Trixie cases get the new 
color treatment with Big Skinny Wallets.

Durable DELSEY PILOT 4.0 cases are made from strong DuraTec 
fabric and have a built-in TSA-accepted lock.

The men’s and women’s 
Global Companion Travel 
Packs fit with adjustable 

suspension options.
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New Print Luggage  
Launches
GABBIANO LUGGAGE HAS 
expanded its print lug-
gage line with the uniquely 
designed Safari Collection, 
which features lively ani-
mal prints and contempo-
rary abstract art. Besides 
its eye-catching look, the 
collection is built with 
extreme lightweight materi-
al to avoid fees for excess 
luggage weight. Equipped 
with a TSA-accepted lock 
system, 360° double spin-
ner wheels and expand-
able zipper, it is designed 
to create a smooth and safe travel experience. Case interiors offer 
two zippered compartments, shoe pockets and an accessories 
bag for tidy organization. The collection has three animal prints 
– leopard, elephant and giraffe – and targets a younger market. 
MSRP: $180/20’’; $230/26’’; $280/30’’; $560/3-piece set. 

Pack/Unpack in a Snap
GRAND FUSION HOUSEWARES INTRODUCES THE STOW-N-GO 
Portable Luggage System®, a patented 3-tiered hanging luggage 
organizer that makes packing and unpacking quick and easy, sav-
ing up to 30% of suitcase space while keeping clothing secure 
and wrinkle-free. The Stow-N-Go fits in any standard size carry-on 
bag 20” or larger. To use, simply clear a small space (about 18” 
wide) in your home closet; hang Stow-N-Go on the closet rod; pack 
shelves with garments, shoes, belts, etc.; and then place inside 
suitcase and secure the two straps. Once at your destination, 
release the straps and hang in your hotel closet, from a shower 
rod or even the side of a desk. Use the zippered bottom pouch 
for dirty clothes or to store intimates you don’t want others to see 
when going through security. It is available in a variety of sizes and 
colors. MSRP: $24.99/small and large models in polyester fabric; 
$49.99/large model in polyester-linen blend. For more informa-
tion and to see a video, visit grandfusionhousewares.com/
products/a278241.

No Job is Too Big, No Pup is 
Too Small
POPULAR AIR PUP BUDDIES MARSHALL AND SKYE HAVE JOINED 
the Heys Paw Patrol Luggage Collection. This fun and colorful col-
lection will inspire children as their favorite Paw Patrol characters 
come to life in one-of-a-kind 3-D shapes. Made from lightweight 
and durable ABS/polycarbonate composite with an overall protec-
tive layer of clear coat, these cases have vibrant details, a beau-
tiful, glossy shine and weigh only 3.5 lbs. The colorful interiors 
are fully lined and have double interlocking straps to hold items 
in place as well as a zippered divider for internal organization. 
Kid-friendly features include a sturdy retractable aluminum trol-
ley handle system with quick-release button for safe and simple 
height adjustments and clear inline skate wheels with metal bear-
ings for smooth movement. These specially designed protruding 
wheels keep the case elevated and rolling easily, even from a 
very low height off the floor. MSRP: $99.99. See this collection 
at heys.com.Luggage goes lively with  

Gabbiano’s Safari Collection.

The Stow-N-Go  
is your closet on the  

road so you never have to unpack. 

Marshall and Skye are  
ready to take to the skies 
with Heys on their next  

rescue mission  
adventure.

Modern, Minimalist Design
MEET TUPLUS ONE FROM THE HESSENN GROUP, A STYLISH AND 
sophisticated aluminum 20” Carry-On crafted of aircraft-grade 
aluminum and magnesium alloy, a perfect choice for business 
professionals and adventurers alike. Featuring a Hidden Secret 
Dual-Angle Open System that provides quick access to toiletries, 
makeup and mobile devices, this lightweight and sturdy hard-
case has a 3-tier pull handle, 
sound-absorbing Hinomoto 
wheels and a patented One-
Touch TSA-accepted lock. 
Aesthetically beautiful with 
sleek geometric features, the 
case comes in diamond silver, 
rose gold and obsidian black. 
MSRP: $599-$669. For more 
information, visit tuplus.us.

The Hessenn Group’s 
TUPLUS ONE has a con-

temporary design and just 
the right amount of storage 

space for today’s traveler.
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Carry-on Closet
SOLGAARD DESIGN HAS PUT ITS MAGIC TOUCH ONTO THE  
smart suitcase – but not by adding electronics. Meet the Lifepack 
Carry-on Closet, a regulation size carry-on suitcase with a pat-
ented retractable shelf system. A polycarbonate hardcase with an 
aluminum frame, the case’s shelf system hangs from its handle 
or a hanger and uses the door as a kickstand to keep balance. 
Save time, easily organize belongings and find the things you need 
in your suitcase while on the go. The case has an integrated TSA-
accepted lock, four smooth-rolling wheels and a 2-step telescopic 
trolley handle. MSRP: $299. For more information, visit solgaard 
.co or contact aaron.kerson@solgaard.co.

Squeeze in More
TRAVELERS CAN TAKE THEIR FAVORITE GROOMING PRODUCTS 
with them wherever they go with Go Travel’s cabin-approved 
Squeeze It Trio. The set of three easy-fill silicone bottles are 
completely malleable and win users over with their leak-proof, 
non-drip caps and handy suction cup. Attach the bottles to a 
shower wall at a convenient height for effortless, single-handed 
dispensing. Squeeze It not only saves time and money, but offers 
peace of mind by enabling travelers to keep their products up off 
the shower cubicle floor and ensuring 
complete hygiene and ease-of-use. 
Ideal for liquids, gels, foams and 
lotions, the reusable 2-fluid-ounce 
silicone bottles remain leak-proof 
throughout the journey, even at 
high altitude. MSRP: $17.95. For 
more information, 
visit go-travel 
products.com. 

The Lifepack Carry-on Closet saves travelers at least 10  
minutes each time they check out of a hotel room.

Leather Looker
MCKLEIN INTRODUCES THE HAGEN, A STYLISH COMBINATION 
of a rugged and refined flap-over backpack with smooth and 
sleek leather craftsmanship. An ideal carry-on for both air travel 
and the daily commute, the Hagen provides a spacious interior 
compartment featuring dual protection high-density foam sec-

tions for both laptop and tablet. 
The padded laptop compartment 
fits most laptops up to 15” in 
screen size; the tablet compart-
ment protects devices up to 14” 
in screen size. The exterior of 
the tablet slip pocket includes 
an organizer section for media 
devices, smartphone, business 
cards, key holder and pens. With 
an exterior measuring 13.5” x 
6.75” x 16”, it comes in brown 
and black. MSRP: $180. To learn 
more about this backpack, visit 
mckleincompany.com.

Meet the Hagen: McKlein’s 
leather Laptop Backpack.

Go Travel’s 
Squeeze It Trio 
of color-coded 
bottles offers a 
simple way to 
organize prod-
ucts and avoid 
inconvenient 
mix-ups. 

Have Your Wine and Carry 
It, Too 
A CROSS-BODY MESSENGER AND A WINE CARRIER IN ONE: JACK 
Georges’ Cross-body Messenger/Wine Bag is a sophisticated way 
of transporting favorite wines for a dinner engagement or special 
event. The handmade leather bag has space for two bottles or 
room for a single bottle of wine and two glasses, keeping every-
thing safe and secure inside. Open pockets on the gussets offer 
the perfect place to stash a corkscrew, drip ring or bottle stopper. 
A padded divider within keeps bottles separated but conveniently 
folds away so the bag can be used as a fully functional cross-

body messenger. Stow tablet, 
notepad and accessories into 
the padded interior, adjust 
the shoulder strap and be on 
your way. A flap closure with 
zip-down sides makes it easy 
to open and close. The bag 
comes in black and brown. 
MSRP: $168. For more infor-
mation, visit jackgeorges 
.com.

Whether carrying wine 
or work-related items, 
Jack Georges’ Cross-body 
Messenger/Wine Bag 
shows its flexibility and 
fashion sense.
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Debut Collection from 
Kathy Ireland Worldwide
LONGLAT INC. LAUNCHES KATHY 
ireland® Worldwide’s first lug-
gage collection, GEOMETRIC. 
The carry-on (shown) features 
a USB port for personal charg-
ing/connectivity in an expand-
able impact-absorbing hardside 
that will protect what’s inside. 
Cases have an 8-wheel spinner 
wheel system; self-repairing zip-
pers with signature hardware; 
cushioned top and side carry 
handles that let you lift your bag 
effortlessly into the overhead bin; 
and tie-down straps. The kathy 
ireland partnership with LongLat 
marks the global lifestyle design 
firm’s first foray into the travel 
goods market. The collection 
will be available in fashion col-
ors. MSRP: $240/carry-on. For 
more information, visit longlat 
inc.com.

Pockets a’Plenty
THE 20” 8-WHEEL UPRIGHT/CARRY-ON FROM THE KENNETH 
Cole Class Transit 2.0 Collection by Heritage Travelware is fully 
loaded with a 15” laptop pocket plus an array of other organiz-
ing pockets and compartments, including a tablet pocket, easy-
access zipper pocket and removable zippered TSA 3-1-1 wet bag. 
Constructed of durable 1680D polyester-twill, the expandable 
case has an 8-wheel spin-
ner system; locking retract-
able handles; padded top 
and side handles as well 
as a molded bottom grab 
handle; and a fully lined 
interior. The expandable lid 
section offers a large mesh 
U-shaped zipper pocket 
and the case’s rear exte-
rior includes a business 
card-size ID pocket. The 
case comes in black and 
charcoal. MSRP: $260. For 
more information about this 
collection, visit heritage 
travelware.com.

The 20” 8-Wheel Upright/
Carry-On from the Kenneth 

Cole Class Transit 2.0 
Collection makes  

organization a snap.

Versatile Feature Added
TRAVELERS CLUB INTRODUCES A SUPER FUNCTIONAL FEATURE 
to its Wrangler luggage collection – a patent-pending 3-in-1 
feature that allows a choice of a cup holder, a phone holder or 
an on-the-go USB charging station. Wrangler cases are made 
of durable 100% ABS and offer 
a fully lined interior, top and side 
carry handles, a retractable trol-
ley handle and a 360° EZ-Glider™ 
Spinner Wheel system for com-
plete upright mobility. The expand-
ability features provide extra pack-
ing room on demand and spacious 
accessory pockets keep all belong-
ings neatly organized. MSRP: 
$110/20”; $270/set (20”, 28”); 
$270/set (20”, 24”, 28”). For 
more information, visit travelers 
club.com. 

With its new 3-in-1 feature, 
Travelers Club’s Wrangler series 
is an ideal all-in-one set for the 

modern traveler.

World’s First Hydration 
Pack with Built-in Water 
Filter
THE HYDROLITE BY MATADOR IS THE FIRST TRAVEL PACK THAT  
filters water as you drink, providing 100,000 liters of clean 
drinking water over the life of one filter. Adventurers can fill up 
their hydration pouch from lakes, streams and international taps 
worry-free; the Sawyer® MINI inline filter removes 99.99999% of 
all bacteria, including salmonella, cholera and E.coli, as well as 
99.9999% of all protozoa, including giardia and cryptosporidium. 
Other features: a waterproof CORDURA® body with fully taped 
seams; BPA- and PVC-free 2-liter HydraPak® reservoir; AirSupport™ 
inflatable back pad; 8-liter fully waterproof main compartment; 
expandable front storage pocket with sealing zippers; and chest 
pockets for bite valve storage, credit cards, cash and more. When 
the adventure is over, the entire 
Hydrolite system – back-
pack, reservoir, filter 
and AirSupport pad – 
packs down smaller 
than the standard 
1-liter water bottle 
you would have hauled 
along otherwise. MSRP: 
$189.99. For more infor-
mation about the Hydrolite, 
visit matadorup.com. 

Enjoy clean drinking 
water instantly, anywhere 

in the world, with the 
Hydrolite from Matador. 

kathy ireland Worldwide’s 
GEOMETRIC carry-on sports 

a glossy sheen.
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No Language Barrier 
Here
COMPACT, SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE – TRAVELFLIPS ARE 
portable language flashcard kits designed for interna-
tional travelers. Available in four languages – Spanish, 
Italian, German and French – the flashcards are suited 
for all ages and experience levels. Travelers study at 
their own pace or follow the included guidelines to 
accelerate vocabulary acquisition. The Standard edition 
includes a beautifully designed case built for efficiency 
and durability; the Deluxe edition includes a handmade, 
premium leather pouch, a vintage look that will only 

get better with age. MSRP: $16.95/
standard; $29.95/deluxe. For 

more information, visit travel 
flips.com.

Travelflips  
features a 
handmade 

artisan 
design that 

recaptures the 
romance of world travel.

Limited Edition Batik 
Dress Collection  
Debuts
NUU-MUU’S NEW BATIK COLLECTION DRAWS INSPIRA-
tion from Indian Batik stamped fabrics in a trio of easy-
to-coordinate colors inspired by (and meant to inspire) 
travel and adventure. The line is available in two Nuu-
Muu styles: the Scoop (lower-neckline) and the Ruu-Muu 
(back pocket). Tranquil and worldly, the dresses are 
perfect for both travel and the office. The color palette 
includes Adrift, a cool stone gray with graceful white 
floral accents; Hibiscus; a color both flattering and full 
of warmth; and Mermaid, the color of a quiet ocean with 
a delicate navy floral accent. Sewn in the USA, dresses 
are available in sizes XS-3XL. MSRP: $88. See all col-
lection styles and prints at nuu-muu.com.

In-Home Solution for Meds Goes 
on the Road
PILLSUITE IS AN IN-HOME SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES CONSUMERS WITH A 
revolutionary way of organizing their pills. Consisting of packets that are 
filled by a sorter and sealed by an electronic sealer, the packets can be 
placed into a pocket, purse or briefcase, taking up almost no space. Safe 
and effective, PillSuite’s packets have a white panel to write important infor-
mation on – like who’s dosage and when to take – and are made from bio-
degradable plastic. A week or a month of medications can be premade and 
clearly labeled for safe and simple medication adherence. MSRP: $39.95. 
Visit pillsuite.com for more information.

Nuu-Muu’s Batik Dress Collection goes from the 
beach to dinner, from the gym to coffee in style.

PillSuite packets have a 
perforated seal on one 
side making it easy to 
dispense dosages.

Luxury – It’s in the Bag
STUNNING AESTHETICS AND SUPPLE TEXTURE 

define Royce Leather’s Luxury Women’s Sling 
Backpack, an executive-worthy laptop backpack 
in Colombian Vaquetta leather. Easily dressed 
down for casual weekend wear or dressed up 
for the work week, this bag will effortlessly 
follow your lead, anywhere. Spacious stor-
age on the exterior coupled with tablet or 
iPad storage makes organization simple. 
MSRP: $100. For more information, visit 
royceleathergifts.com.

The Sling Backpack from Royce Leather 
comes in black and tan.

Lightweight Just Got Lighter 
A.SAKS LUGGAGE DEBUTS EXPANDABLE LUGGAGE WITH NEW PRODUCTS 
that weigh less than 1 lb. All three duffle sizes – 22”, 30” and 36” – come 
inside an 11” waterproof zip pouch that can be used separately as a 
cosmetics/toiletry kit. These 
lightweight folding duffle bags 
are made of parachute nylon 
and feature an outside zip 
pocket. A removable shoulder 
strap provides comfortable, 
hands-free handling. MSRP: 
$39.99/$49.99/$59.99. For 
more information, call 800-
543-8237 or visit asaks.com.

A.SAKS’ Expandable Luggage 
provides two bags for the 

price of one.
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Recycled, Rugged, Ready
THE ULTIMATE CARRY-ON FOR THE ORGANIZED, ADVENTURE-
seeking air traveler, the Tarmac Travel Pack by OnSight Equipment 
fits everything needed for a multi-day trip into one tough pack 
made to harmonize with airline carry-on size restrictions. From 
handles to zippers to materials, the pack shows off its expedition-
ready durability. Cinchable side straps allow for a jam-packed 
bag to cinch down to carry-on size. A padded back panel and 
shoulder, chest and waist straps allow for maximum carrying 
comfort. Stowable shoulder straps and rugged handles turn the 
pack into a bombproof suitcase and a padded laptop sleeve and 
stowable internal organization pockets keep belongings secure. In 
recycled PET and weather-
proof EPO tarpaulin fabric, 
the bag comes equipped 
with numerous easy-access 
pockets for essentials and 
one concealed pocket for 
valuables. MSRP: $131.95. 
To learn more about the 
Tarmac, visit onsight 
equipment.com.

Expedition-ready con-
struction meets sleek 
design and unparalleled 
practicality in the Tarmac 
Travel Pack from OnSight 
Equipment.

Rock On!
BEN SHERMAN® ROCKS ITS GUITAR-MAN COLLECTION, FEATUR- 
ing the 20” Expandable 8-Wheel Upright Carry-On in ABS 
with printed polycarbonate film. Fully loaded, this durable and 
lightweight case features plenty of storage, including a behind-
the-lid zipper pocket with 
two additional organizing zip-
per pockets, and expands 
an additional 1.5”. Flexible, 
padded top and bottom grab 
handles provide easy lifting. 
Multi-directional spinners offer 
complete free-weight mobility, 
relieving any pressure from 
your arms while on the move. 
With an eye-catching exterior 
and fully lined tear-resistant 
interior, the case fits most 
airline overhead bins. MSRP: 
$260. For more information 
about this collection, visit 
heritagetravelware.com.

Ben Sherman’s new col-
lection features the iconic 
Guitar-Man print.

For Frequent Travelers and 
Weekend Wanderers
CAT® BAGS & CARGO PRESENTS THE MILLENNIAL CABIN CARGO, 
a lightweight cabin-sized backpack for the frequent traveler head-
ing on an impromptu week(end) trip. Featuring well-padded back 
and shoulder straps and a sternum buckle, the bag’s construction 
allows for extended wearer comfort when getting from point A to 
B. Its main compartment holds a spacious 38 liters, with a soft 
nylon divider with buckles for better organization and packing. The 
dimensions ensure carry-
on compatibility with most 
major airlines while the 
soft construction and side 
compression straps allow 
for optimal adjustment 
when switching between 
airlines. MSRP: $69.95. 
For more information, visit 
cat-bags.com.

Cat Bags & Cargo’s 
Millennial Cabin Cargo 
is made of 600D high-
density polyester with 
H2O-resistant backing 
and 1680D polyester for 
reinforced base panels.

Luggage Set is a Star
BE READY FOR ALL BUSINESS TRAVEL WITH J WORLD NEW  
York’s 3-piece NOVA, a luggage set comprising 20”, 24” and 28” 
pieces. Constructed of polycarbonate and available in black, silver 
and red, cases feature a recessed double locking handle with 
push button; a TSA-accepted lock on the main opening; a secure 
aluminum closing system; an interior divider panel with mesh and 
shoe pockets; and a top and side grip handle. The collection’s 
double spinners allow for a smoother spin 
and maneuverability in tight spaces. 
MSRP: $750. For 
more information, 
visit jworldstore.
com.

NOVA features J WORLD corner protectors to keep  
cases looking their best as long as possible.


